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Welcome to Sticky, the new global youth trend monitor from MTV International 
Research and Planning.

Sticky replaces Switched On, our old Pan-European trend monitor, and has been 
designed especially to filter the tons of information flooding at us every day 
from around the world, selecting the bits that really stick.

Sticky takes all the cool stuff that MTV knows and brings it into one place.

 It provides:

* A tool to keep us close to our audience, wherever they are in the world.
* A sounding board for new ideas.
* Inspiration for communicating with our audience.

For daily updates, check out our blogsite: http://www.mtvsticky.com
Don’t forget you can go to http://www.mtvsticky.com/01-links/ for a list of 
clickable links to articles in this magazine. Or subscribe to our newsletter for 
regular updates.

Enjoy.

Andy Davidson
MTV Youth Trend Analyst
davidson.andrew@mtvne.com
+44 (0)207 478 6632

Graham Saxton
Senior Vice President
MTV International Research & Planning
saxton.graham@mtvne.com
+44 (0)207 478 6460

Switched On Magazine is now 
switched off, and replaced by this 
amazing magazine in your hands. 
Neat!
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The internal pages of this 
magazine are made from 100% 
recycled post-consumer waste 
(which is relatively unusual – 
a lot of papers can lay claim to 
some percentage of post-consumer 
waste, but very few can claim 
100%). So there.
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Rather than waiting 4 months for a translation 
of Harry Potter, German fans of the boy wizard 
have started a site named Harry Auf Deutsch.

By collaboratively translating different chap-
ters they translated the entire work and put 
the linguistic patchwork back together in just 
48 Hours. Now THAT’S magic.

http://www.harry-auf-deutsch.de/HaD/index.php

Mobile games have come a long way since 
‘Snake’ but still, compared to dedicated 
handheld gaming devices like the PSP, mobile 
phone games are the poor cousin. We love the 
idea that you use the special features on 
phones in the gameplay itself.

So check this out. The VTT Technical Research 
Centre in Finland has created camera-driven 
ping-pong played virtually with cellphone 
rackets. You make your shots by actually 
tilting the phone to move your racket.

http://engadget.com/entry/1234000783051115/

http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/england/
kent/4534903.stm

The Bluewater shopping mall in Kent, UK 
has outlawed hooded tops, baseball caps 
and swearing in an attempt to crack down 
on anti-social behaviour associated with 
the wearers of these accessories.

http://www.acquisitionx.com/

http://www.werenotafraid.com/
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/england/
london/4674425.stm

We’re not afraid is an outlet for the 
global community to speak out against 
the acts of terror, via uploading 
doctored personalised images with the 
words ‘We’re not afraid’

Here is a visualisation of the all-time most 
popular tags on Flickr as of Monday 15th 
August 2005 at 12:41. Flickr is a community 
site which allows users to upload and share 
their photos with friends, families and just 
about anyone else with an internet connection.

A tag is like a keyword or category label, and 
helps users find photos which have something in 
common. 

The ‘Me’ tag has 147243 photos.

http://www.flickr.com/photos/tags/

So, what’s with the ‘me’ issue? There are three key ideas.

1) Despite the so-called War on Terror, despite the epic issues of poverty and the environment, and despite 
being better ‘connected’ than any generation in history, the majority of young adults are more disengaged 
with their society and the wider world around them than ever before. 
It’s no coincidence that the iconic accessories of youth in 2005 - hooded tops, iPods, and mobile phones 
– are all things that serve to sever the individual from any interaction with the world around them. Even the 
best brand name in recent years is deeply revealing - ‘i’ ‘Pod’ - you don’t get much more insular than that.

2) Hyper-consumerism has really powered this ‘me’ focused youth culture – today almost every single 
marketing message puts the consumer in control, endowed with supreme power, ‘have it your way’ ‘you 
decide…’ ‘Because I’m worth it’. The kids have started to believe it too, young people have developed a self-
confidence and a self-reliance that baffles, and occasionally terrifies older generations. 

3) But perhaps the most interesting ‘me’ issue today is the way technology continues to push forward the 
peer-to-peer revolution. The music business was hit hard a few years back as kids discovered that technology 
enabled them to eschew the traditional restrictive music channels. Suddenly, you didn’t get recommendations 
about new music from magazines, you got them from your friends. You didn’t have to wait 7 weeks to get 
hold of that track you just heard on your favourite TV show, you just went and downloaded it there and then.

Today the P2P freight train is trundling on towards other media, especially Radio and TV - with the massive 
increase in interest in the Podcast and, ultimately, the streamed internet TV channel. This situation has been 
described recently by a leading terrestrial media owner as “the digital equivalent of the four horsemen of the 
apocalypse.” Indeed, it is quite feasible that within the next few years kids will be able to record and produce 
their very own TV channel, just for them and their friends. Already we’ve spotted a Tony Hawk ‘helmet cam’ 
that comes with all the software required to edit your extreeeme footage into a short show to upload to the 
net and share with your mates.

In MTV’s first ever Podcast we explore the P2P media revolution – visit http://www.mtvsticky.com to 
download it.
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Slogan Generator --------------->

I Wish They All Could Be Me Girls.
Biting the Hand that Feeds Me.
Have a Break. Have a Me.
Wow! I Could Have Had a Me!
There’s More Than One Way To Eat A Me.
Designed for Me, Engineered to Last.
Probably The Best Me In The World.
The Right Me at the Right Time.
A Different Kind Of Company. A Different Kind Of Me.

http://thesurrealist.co.uk/slogan.cgi?word=me 

Back in the late nineties, kids across Europe queued up to worship God-like super DJs in 
giant super clubs. Today you’d be forgiven for thinking that clubbing had died and everyone 
listened to guitar-based rock.

Well the club scene is still thriving, but the model couldn’t be more different. Today young 
people don’t want to worship idols - they feel too special and famous themselves. The 
contemporary clubbing experience has changed accordingly. Today kids bring their own 
music to the club, or run their own nights for their friends. 

This ‘DIY’ ethos is taking off around the world from Serbia to Singapore, Tom Wilson 
takes a look at the current state of clubbing in the UK.

This year the UK Club scene feels healthier than it has done since the mid-90s, which is strange considering weʼve been 
repeatedly told that ʻdance music is deadʼ and everyoneʼs into rock bands again. The new club renaissance has arisen 
primarily from a lot of ordinary music fans setting up small underground clubs with the sort of passion that most profes-
sional promoters canʼt provide. These ʻDIY promotersʼ tend to be equally into rock, hip hop and electronic music, and 
reject the traditional notion of what ʻdance musicʼ should be. To them any genre has the potential to be ʻmusic you can 
dance toʼ. The organisers arenʼt even expecting to make much money out of the nights, so the focus is very much on 
having fun, which the crowd picks up on. ----> 

TOM WILSON is a leading new music and 
clubbing journalist

Superstar DJ, Paul Oakenfold.
Biography http://www.thedjlist.com/djs/
PAUL_OAKENFOLD/ 

This is a neat little graphic 
representation of your social 
life on a phone screen, show-
ing you which relationships 
are flourishing and which ones 
you are neglecting. 

http://www.we-make-money-not-
art.com/archives/006163.php

“I’m old school man, I listen to 
CDs, you get me?” exclaimed one 
young fellow as we were out doing 
some street interviews the other 
day. With the advent of iPod mix-
ing desks even much loved vinyl is 
pretty pointless now. So convert 
it all into MP3 with this record 
ripper.(Source: engadet)

http://www.engadget.com/
entry/1234000937046312/

For more generators go here:
http://uzful.org/generators_
online/on_line_generators.php

Putting the consumer in control. 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_
of_advertising_slogans

Q: How many Surrealists does it 
take to screw in a light bulb?

A: Two - One to hold the giraffe, and 
the other to fill the bathtub with 
brightly coloured machine tools.

Now we could crack some jokes about get-
ting dressed in the dark and the fact the sun 
barely rises in the harsh Finnish winter, 
except it’s summer dude! These people meant 
to look like this.

But give them credit - at least they look 
different from the rest of the young popula-
tion of Europe, which in a sea of H&Ms, Zaras 
and Mangos is an achievement.

http://www.hel-looks.com/
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IKEA, Norway



Michael Gillespie, Research Director at Sadek Wynberg Millward 
Brown, challenges marketer’s continued obsession with selling ‘cool’ to 
a young audience that seems to spend less and less time agonising how 
to be cool themselves. 

Have you heard of Parkour? It’s that thing that originated in suburban 
Paris where young people jump around on and off of buildings. It is 
undeniably impressive to watch, has an incredibly interesting philosophy 
behind it and really means something to its participants. Unfortunately, 
it is also the new “cool urban sport”. I know this because about twenty 
different youth marketing departments and agencies have been banging on 
about it and trying to sponsor it, or in that most clueless of marketing 
phrases. “own it”. 

Hmmm, a completely unrelated brand sponsoring something that a very 
small bunch of people do that is often illegal, dangerous and is 
actually at its heart about them taking back some control over an 
increasingly uncontrollable world. Great, slap a big logo on their backs 
and everyone wins.

You will most definitely have heard about Parkour if you live in a 
major urban city, are employed in youth marketing or a related media, 
advertising or promotions agency and spend your working life trying to 
work out how to make brands cool. The thing is though, I’ve yet to meet 
a single average young person who wouldn’t, given the choice, rather 
sit in the pub with their friends and drink, or who actually cares that 
many of the things they buy are cool. It’s just another example of the 
increasing divide between the reality of young people and the surreality 
of youth marketing. 

Now to an outsider, you may think that youth marketing was the industry 
devoted to selling more things to young people. Actually, it’s 
increasingly becoming the industry devoted to making brands seem “cool” 
to an often disinterested youth audience who are quite happily getting 
on with their lives oblivious to the “trends” that an entire industry 
has sprung up to explain.

As a qualitative researcher I have learned much over the years that 
has been incredibly useful for my clients through spending time with 
their target audience and those that do, or should, have a relationship 
with their brand. In the name of youth research, I often found myself 
talking to groups of alarmingly similar “style leaders” who had no 
real relationship with their brand in a bid to understand how to make 
it “cool”. You could pretty much fit what I learned on the back of an 
envelope. 

Aside from the acne, the school and the endless summers of leisure time 
aren’t “youth” just people like us….only younger? Are their needs, wants 
and lives so radically different that only a select few people with 
directional haircuts and a wardrobe of vintage sportswear can explain 
them to us? Do things really change so rapidly that you need daily 
updates on what is going on? Or does all that just happen because an 
industry has been created which is devoted to making it happen? 

Now sorry if this seems harsh, but one could argue that when you have 
companies trying to get involved with a minority of young people who 
throw themselves off buildings as a means of selling more of a totally 
unrelated product, that perchance it’s time to take a step back and 
look at where we are. The emperor is not wearing Ltd Edition Parkour 
trainers. 

Youth marketing should not be about promoting Parkour, Capoeira (last 
month’s Parkour) or urban knitting (and no I haven’t made that up) as 
the next “youth trend” just because everyone is desperate to find the 
“next big thing”. 

So, here’s a thought, how about making the next youth marketing trend 
about selling more stuff to young people. It’s kinda radical, but it 
might just work.[END]
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Getting trapped on the train with someone 
bleating on about being ‘on the train’ is 
bad enough. But now this. We increasingly 
get kids in groups blasting music through 
their tiny mobile speakers.

But it’s not just a great way to enrage 
commuters, young budding MCs in London are 
downloading instrumental tracks to practice 
their Rhymes. Great article: 

http://www.wired.com/news/digi-
wood/0,1412,68265,00.html

Students! Too drunk to fumble your way into 
a vomit-stained hoodie and roll into a 40 
minute lecture at 11 a.m.? Then just get 
it delivered via your 3G phone that your 
parents probably bought you.
 
At Coventry University in the UK, lectures 
are filmed, whittled down into 15 minute 
edited segments and sent to the students’ 
3G phones. (Source: engadet)

http://www.engadget.com/
entry/1234000500046508/

<----- With such musical open-mindedness, many of these nights will book live bands, 
so youʼre almost getting two evenings for the price of one. It also means they appeal to a 
broader demographic, including people who wouldnʼt traditionally call themselves ʻclubbersʼ. 
This punk-funk sound, which you could almost call modern indie-dance, has also helped to 
popularise this combination of nights with live bands and DJs.

Some artists have joined in, and Basement Jaxx, who have recently had a chart-topping 
greatest hits album, could, until recently be found DJing in a 300-people capacity pub in 
Brixton every month. The back-rooms of old traditional atmospheric pubs can make for great 
club nights, and this is further exemplified by Fear of Music, a club night held in an eccentric 
old ʻboozerʼ on the Peckham/New Cross borders.

While it remains largely ignored by the music press for reasons of snobbery, by far the other 
biggest clubbing phenomenon in the UK right now is the Hard Dance scene. This is the cur-
rent metamorphosis of the sound that has developed from Gatecrasher and the gay Hard 
House scene, and is populated by a younger, hedonistic, pill-popping crowd. In London, it is 
enormously popular with South Africans and Antipodeans working in the UK. With the focus 
firmly on the clubbersʼ experience, there are no big artists for record labels to latch on to, 
and combined with the lack of media coverage, it is very much a self-contained scene. Para-
doxically it is enormously popular but still very underground.

Itʼs interesting to note that these two focuses of clubbing are at opposite ends of the spec-
trum in terms of music and people. The nature of the Hard Dance lifestyle means that itʼs 
very much a young personʼs game, the DIY DJ and live band nights lend themselves to a 
broader range of ages, but can still be enjoyed by the 30 something crowd who donʼt ʻbounce 
backʼ in time for work on Monday.

The third and final force in clubbing which also remains underground is local hip hop and 
R&B clubs. These have always been around but again are a self-contained scene and so are 
rarely written about. Youʼll tend to find them in neighbourhoods with larger Afro-caribbean 
populations, and local DJs will play hot US hip hop tracks, the latest reggae and dancehall 
tunes, and possibly some Garage and Soca. They end up working as testing grounds for the 
latest urban tunes, often months before they reach the charts – a remarkable feat considering 
the rapid transmission of most other genres.

Interestingly, Channel U – a British cable music TV channel – is also tapping into this DIY-
spirit and enjoying great success by asking kids to submit their own videos to the channel 
– which, if good enough, enter the channelʼs own playlists.

“...no-one who throws a party 
quite like the Jaxx.” - NME

Name possibly derived from 
the Talking Heads’ album 
Fear of music (Sire 1979)
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http://urbanfreeflow.com/
urban_graffiti/urban_graffiti.htm

http://parkour.com
http://capoeira.com
http://urbanknitting.com
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<- Johnathan “Fatal1ty” Wendel, 
the Beckham of the Pro Gam-
ing world, is the world’s Doom 
3 champion. Like conventional 
sports players his annual income 
reaches 7 digits through compe-
tition earnings and sponsorship 
deals. He practices four to five 
hours day.

CARS! http://kart.nexon.com
GIRLS! http://seules.net
STUDS! http://cplworldtour.com
MARS! http://doom3.com/

Even well established real-life institutions are getting 
involved, recently Brazilian Thiago Carico de Azevedo 
became the first ever FIFA Interactive World Player of 
the Year for his virtual footballing skills, picking up his 
award at FIFAʼs genuine World Player of the Year awards 
in Zurich. The couch potato was seemingly at ease being 
recognised at an event for a selection of the greatest 
athletes on the planet.

So much for encouraging the pursuit of physical 
excellence.

But ultimately we need to appreciate that thatʼs simply 
an old fashioned view. It is important to recognize that 
today, becoming a soccer star, racing driver or scantily 
clad samurai warrior is a valid career choice for a whole 
generation of kids who make no such distinction between 
virtual and reality.

Why struggle and bust your ass at tennis school, or try 
to get noticed by soccer scouts on an iced up football 
pitch, when, with enough patience the results on-line 
are potentially far more lucrative?

To us Generation Xers raised on a diet of Commodore 
64s, Atari, original Nintendo NES consoles and Sega 
Master Systems – gaming occupies a special place in 
our lives. But it never felt like we doing or achieving 
something ʻreal.ʼ Clearly the entire concept of gaming 
is coming to mean something very different to our 
youth audience.

An all-girl Scandinavian gaming group named 
‘Les Seules’ grabbed the media spotlight towards the 
end of last year when they competed in the Electronic 
Sports World Cup (ESWC) in 2004. They didn’t win, 
but the thought of 5 sassy girls in a domain traditional 
dominated by single, unattractive males was too much 
for the media to ignore.

Dubbed the ‘Rock Stars of Gaming’ the girls take their 
job very seriously. According to an interview with As-
sociated Press: “The squad has a professional coach, 
manager and an Olympian-like training schedule. They 
practice online for five hours a day, six days a week 
outside of their regular studies and work. On the eve 
of competitions, they physically come together to cram 
during all-night “Counterstrike” killing sessions.” Nice.

But their fame too is set to extend beyond the gaming 
scene as they prepare to star in a 12 week long Gam-
ing reality TV tour called Play US.

Gaming means something very 
different to a younger generation who 
learned to crawl next to a PlayStation. 
Rather than viewing it as an escape, 
a distraction, or something to pass 
the time when your girlfriend has 
gone out, gaming increasingly offers 
our audience a genuine alternative 
reality. We take a look at the emerging 
professional gaming scene of superstar 
cyberathletes who make a career, fame 
and fortune from their talents.

In South Korea there is a new on-line game that 
has grabbed everyone’s attention – Kart Rider. Un-
like the majority of Massive Multiplayer On-line Role 
Playing Games (MMORPGs) like Counter Strike or 
World of Warcraft where you pay a subscription to 
enter the virtual fantasy world, Kart Rider it is free 
to play, but should you want to enhance your kart, 
or buy a pair of goggles to help you see through 
smoke screens – it costs you real money. 90 cents 
for a missile, up to $10 for a top model machine.

Leading lights in the industry cite this ‘avatar’ 
business as a massive future revenue stream. The 
game’s creator Nexon certainly does – expecting 
to make $250 Million this year from selling virtual 
bolt-ons for player’s karts.

The game’s popularity is astonishing. In July 2004 
Nexon reported 0.9 million registered users, by May 
2005 they said that there were more than 12 mil-
lion… meaning more than a quarter of the popula-
tion of Korea have participated in at least one Kart 
Rider race. At around just 5 minutes per race it also 
stands apart from the traditional MMORPGs that can 
take years to complete.

Big gaming tournaments are increasingly broad-
cast live on TV channels – which means they have 
caught the imagination of major sponsors too. 
Brands such as Coca Cola have sponsored the Kart 
Rider events in Korea recently offering prize funds 
up to $50,000. As a result the winning racers be-
come real stars too.

And don’t think this is just some quirky Asia-only phe-
nomenon either.

Witness the international Cyberathletics Professional 
League (CPL). Over the past eight years, the CPL has 
hosted 35 international main events with a total at-
tendance of 45,000 gamers and has awarded around 
$2,000,000 in prizes. This year it is set to begin the 
CPL World Tour, the largest, first-ever, year-long 
competitive tour spotlighting the growing new sport of 
video game competitions its world ‘tour’ (obviously you 
don’t actually need to travel) but this year, the main 
prize fund is US $ 1 Million.

Recently Businessweek Asia interviewed 9 year old 
Park Kun Hee, a Kart Rider fanatic – the Korean 
schoolboy somehow managed to blow US $150 
modifying his virtual machine, before his dad found 
out and banned him from ever using electricity ever 
again. Probably.

“Most of my classmates play Kart Rider, and I want to 
look cool in the game,” was the little scamp’s defence. 
This is a potentially worrying turn for parents – who 
look as if they’ll have to fund their child’s virtual on-
line image, as well as making sure they have the right 
trainers and jeans in real life.FICTION VS REALITY

Above - official mascot of the CPL 
world tour. Does he want to kill 
you or sleep with you? We aren’t 
sure either.

Below - Gamers preparing at the 
Houston leg of the CPL tour. 
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Live8. Awesome event and a noble 
attempt by the world’s best musicians 
to galvanize opinion and help bring 
about an end to world poverty.

But whilst the stars talked a good game 
in the off-stage interviews none of them 
actually had a song addressing these 
issues. If music is their medium and the 
vehicle that the kids love – where were 
the Make Trade Fair or End Poverty 
songs?

What is supposed to be our soundtrack 
to today’s issues?

Will McGillivray, one of MTV’s 
leading music editors, attempts to 
understand why, despite the desperate 
need to address a number of dire global 
situations politics seems to have lost 
its place in a pop music scene obsessed 
with the personal rather than the social. 

Page 13 of 20

Till now flashmobs were a bit pointless, who 
wants to get together for random acts of 
weirdness, just because you can?

These guys finally came up with a use for 
them by tapping into one of the most excit-
ing elements of original rave culture - finding 
information out about the illegal venue at the 
very last minute. So say ‘Hi’ to flashmob con-
certs. Details of time and location of 10 free 
concerts in the US this summer remained secret 
until the last minute:

http://www.fusionflashconcerts.com/index.htm

coldplayinterpol

the bravery

bloc party

futureheads

franz ferdinand

kasabian

the bravery

hot hot heat
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There was a time when pop music and politics were inextricably linked: The 

post punk period of 1977 – 1984 was a time when experimentation and forward-

thinking music combined with a heightened sense of polemic, political phi-

losophy and opinion: Catalysed by punk and an appalling period of political 

turmoil and change, UK bands like Gang of Four, Public Image Ltd, Cabaret 

Voltaire, Throbbing Gristle, The Human League, The Pop Group, Scritti Polit-

ti, The Slits and The Fall literally rewrote the rock n roll rulebook with a 

new kind of “tension music” : Music that surprised and lyrics that genuinely 

reflected and challenged the tattered status quo with originality and passion 

that ultimately created a golden era for music – one where we continue to 

feel its influence today.

Musically vibrant and driven to experiment after the cultural gauntlet thrown 

down by punk rock, the post punk bands challenged its audience by combin-

ing punk’s energy and white American rock n roll roots with European folk and 

electronic, black American funk & disco and “world” music influences to cre-

ate audacious, hybrid forms such as punk-funk or electro-punk, industrial, 

new romantic and ultimately the “new pop” of the early eighties which defined 

MTV’s early years. 

The last four years has seen a gradual but steady resurgence of interest in 

this period of music. This is partly because the new generation viewed the 

last wave of Dionysian club culture as worn out, flaccid and meaningless, so a 

return to the “tension music” of the early eighties seemed to make more sense 

in the current socio-political climate, and the music’s energy and purpose 

contrasted vividly with what had become a bloated and excessive culture. The 

uptight, jerky guitars, funk and disco inspired rhythms and pervasive sense 

of cold, paranoiac uncertainty of post punk has been reflected in many bands 

and musical movements over the past few years – from the wry savageness and 

new romantic posturing of electroclash through to punk-funk and post-punk 

influenced bands like The Rapture, Franz Ferdinand, Interpol, Bloc Party and 

The Futureheads. Furthermore, the current cultural importance of the period 

has been eloquently crystallized recently by the release of Simon Reynolds’ 

recent book: “Rip It Up and Start Again” which I highly recommend: “There’s a 
sense in which today’s post-punk inspired bands treat this era as “unfinished 
business”, a set of sonic potentials with plenty of room for further exten-
sion and exploration.” 

Furthermore, we as a society are currently experiencing a similar kind of 

socio-political uncertainty, paranoia and the same radical political shift 

to the right that was experienced at the end of the 70s. This generation’s 

general shunning of the hedonistic, mindless pleasures of dance culture is 

similar in tone to the cultural shift from the decadent, post-hippie ideals 

of the early 70s glam and “progressive” rock era to the uptight, almost puri-

tanical nature of punk. 

Without doubt, post punk is an era that defines the current state of rock n 

roll, with one great difference: The politics. Franz Ferdinand claim to be 

influenced by Gang of Four, but lack the fire and political, didactic militan-

cy that drove that band and their very will to express themselves. Kasabian 

exploit communist and revolutionary imagery, but their lyrical content and 

interviews show this to be mere empty posturing and sloganeering for sensa-

tionalist effect. Futureheads and Bloc Party fare slightly better in their 

lyrical content, which seems to be trying to discuss bigger issues, but they 

remain opaque, confused, clouded and therefore perfunctory in their execu-

tion, rather than explicit. That’s not to say that politics and social issues 

is not explored by UK artists – Mike Skinner, Dizzee Rascal and Hard Fi’s 

sense of social injustice and urban alienation is acute – but these artists 

operate in different musical contexts to the bands that claim to be part of 

the “new” post punk.

Problem is, it’s simply not been “cool” to care about issues and other people 

over the past few years. We must ask ourselves why this generation view po-

litical opinion and discussion of issues as something to be sneered at: Young 

people these days seem to single-out people who wave their political affili-

ations as self obsessed, boring whingers, publicity seekers or just plain 

weird… Is it because this generation have been taught too much self-reliance 

and an overt concern with “individuality” to ever wish to be part of a group, 

or affiliate themselves to a larger opinion or movement beyond the personal? 

Maybe this is also why many contemporary bands remain focused on “personal” 

rather than general politics in their lyrics, but to me this feels like a cop 

out, with so much to get riled about! Are kids AND artists these days just 

too jaded and defeated by an acute sense of “what can WE do to really change 

anything?” This is a generation that has been let down time and again – let’s 

not forget they recently witnessed millions of people march the streets 

around the world in protest against a potential war in Iraq, only to see this 

massive demonstration completely ignored by the politicians.

 

No matter how strong or exciting a new musical or artistic movement, with-

out being able to truly place itself in its own social-political context and 

explore the issues, it can never make a difference or truly signify anything. 

However, perhaps recent events such as Live 8, the G8 and London’s sicken-

ing terrorist attacks will finally start to alter this generation’s political 

apathy and negative opinions about having an opinion. Will we see a return 

to, and a genuine passion for, discussing issues and ideals? How can MTV help 

to facilitate this change? Should we? Will this generation ever take mat-

ters into their own hands, as is every generation’s right? In this world of 

moments, not movements, will music and art ever be allowed to MEAN anything 

beyond the personal again? 

I hope so.
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SIM-ulated Band shirts, extendable 
hallway rugs, patio chairs, kitchen 
sets, mailbox covers and flowing 
medieval-style hair, amongst oth-
ers, are available for download at 
http://www.thesimsresource.com/

Canʼt be bothered working your way up the ladder 
in popular internet role-playing game ʻWorld of 
Warcraftʻ? No Problem, buy a fully decked magician 
on EBAY which would normally take several months 
worth of playing to achieve... 

“She is a 300 tailor/300 enchanting--- she can 
enchant the rare Lifestealing enchant. She has 
finished the Molten Core Attunement quest and 
has been several times, so you shouldn’t have 
problems getting invites to them. She is halfway, 
through the Onyxia quests. She has an excel-
lent reputation. I log on with her and I get 3-5 
tells for invites to instances so you will never be 
bored with her. Other things need my attention 
(life =/) so I’m unable to keep her and I’m hop-
ing she will find a good home.” http://ebay.com/

MTV’s Dutch youth trend expert Hortense 
Koster introduces the current hit taking 
Holland by storm. 

Disturbingly for the future of musicians, 
some of it was composed by a computer 
programme. And the kids love it.

INFINITE MONKEY THEOREM

A popular statement of the theorem is 
that an infinite number of monkeys typ-
ing for an infinite amount of time will 
produce a given text. To insist on 
both infinities, however, is excessive. 
A single immortal monkey who executes 
infinitely many keystrokes will eventu-
ally type out any given text, and an 
infinite number of monkeys will begin 
producing all possible texts immedi-
ately, with no wait. In fact, in both 
cases, the text will be produced an 
infinite number of times. 

Amazingly, this theorem might finally 
be proven with the advent of blogging.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Infinite_
monkey_theorem

ʻObject Oriented Contentʼ (OOC) is a computer programmersʼ technology term that marketers have recently ap-
propriated and foolishly started using without first stopping to come up with a sexier sounding name. 

In the realm of the celibate technology fan it basically means writing programmes with distinct, interchangeable 
stand alone components. In the marketing world it takes on a far more exciting dimension, and warrants an excit-
ing name, its just we canʼt think of one.

So what is OOC really? Right now, we buy the components of our entertainment separately, OOC stands to let us 
mix and match all different types of content with each other, and across different types of media.

Today, we buy albums or download tracks and stick them in music playing devices for our aural pleasure. We buy 
computer games and play them on gaming devices. Increasingly computer games have great music in them too, 
but it stays sitting there – embedded in the game. We watch TV or radio, and if weʼre feeling all fancy, we can time 
shift it or place shift it, but the programme remains whole, we donʼt get to play with individual elements of it.

OOC basically means that each content element would exist in its own neat little standalone ecosystem. That 
would, for example, enable us take a track from the new Grand Turismo game, and stick it on our MP3 player, or if 
we were 8 years old, make it our phoneʼs ringtone. 

In its most advanced sense you could take a gameʼs character and drop him into another game, or another me-
dium entirely. They would literally be a standalone object with enough programming around them to enable them 
to exist in an entirely different environment.

In TV terms it could have unlimited potential. Imagine, there you are watching Pop Idol and one character catches 
your eye. For some reason you just have to know about how Helmut from Dortmund warmed up before he ap-
peared in the audition, you could create an entire show for yourself around the footage that already exists.

Ultimately it should enable individuals to collect and mix and match different content and media together - mak-
ing the ultimate ʻlifestyleʼ mixtape. Perhaps this mixing is the genuine future of Peer to Peer media, rather than 
original content generation?
  

It’s not the sort of thing you want to mention at a dinner party, but Object Oriented 
Content (OOC) stands to change the way we consume entertainment and media in 
general. But can someone please think up a better name?

People around the world are increasingly taking the virtual sphere as 

seriously as real life. 

For example recently a Chinese man was arrested in Japan on suspicion 

of carrying out a virtual mugging spree by using software “bots” beat-

ing up and robbing characters in the online computer game Lineage II. 

Not such a big deal in a game specifically designed to let you routinely 

slay your competitors, the twist is that the stolen virtual possessions 

were then exchanged for real cash.

Thus it was a natural progression for this virtual world to become a 

new space for real life advertising.

We see a number of iterations today, from breaking new music to the 

more blatant in-game billboard. But there are increasingly sophisti-

cated examples that even allow you to purchase products, such as Sony 

Online Entertainment’s deal with Pizza Hut in the game Everquest II. It 

actually delivers real pizza to your door.

With both the number of gaming hours and the percentage of the popula-

tion gaming on the rise - a recent study shows women actually play more 

mobile phone games than men - this trend is set to get even bigger.

virtual mugging

http://www.newscientist.com/

article.ns?id=dn7865

selling food in games

http://www.joystiq.com/

entry/1234000420038575/

Dutch people are crazy; itʼs a well-established scientific fact. Not ʻbadʼ crazy like a menacing 
drunken tramp, but crazy in a friendly ʻlets get this paaarty startedʼ kind of way. After all it 
was our tulip-loving cousins who were responsible for Gabba, with some tracks clocking in at 
over 1,000 beats per minute it remains officially the fastest genre of music of all time.

The latest example of this nice side of Dutch musical insanity is a slightly unhinged rap group 
named De Jeugd van Tegenwoordig meaning ʻthe youth of today.ʼ

They met during the auditions of tv-hit ʻIdolsʼ. But they donʼt like to talk about that, they 
were criticised mercilessly by the judges. 

But what do Pop Idol judges know? Ignoring the criticism their first single ʻWatskeburt?!ʼ grew 
virally on the internet, until The Box picked up on it and put it on their jukebox - its been 
dominating the Dutch music charts since May.

The single itself is fascinating a mixture of English/Dutch/ and, well, gibberish. A computer 
programme, which finds random rhyme endings actually completed the song. Naturally some 
of the words just do not exist but thatʼs part of the deal.

In many ways itʼs a neat twist on Émile Borelʼs theory on probability that a monkey typ-
ing infinitely would eventually write every book in the French National library. De Jeugd van 
Tegenwoordig describe their style as ʻart with a beat.ʼ 

Whether itʼs the Dadaist art statement they admire or the contagious beat produced by DJ 
Bastian itʼs hard to tell. Whatever, it does seem to have struck a chord amongst the youth 
audience who are apparently enjoying a fun respite from the traditional rap fare of ghetto 
guns and sex. 

“DE JEUGD VAN TEGENWOORDIG – WATSKEBURT ?!”
“THE YOUTH OF TODAY   - WHAT HAPPENED?!”

VIDEO

http://www.streaming-clips.
com/videoclips/2466/De-Jeugd-van-
Tegenwoordig/Watskeburt?!.php 
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Adam Curry is an ex MTV VJ and 
generally acknowledged as the 
Podcast Founding father: 
http://www.podcastalley.com 

As consumers demand increased relevance and personalisation from their media, how 
is this impacting the type of goods they consume? German youth trend specialist and 
editor of MTV Germany’s Node magazine, Ji-Hun Kim, explores the rise and rise of 
local, micro brands in Germany.

During the last few years a lot of small fashion brands emerged in Germany, especially 

in Berlin. There are different new established fashion exhibitions like Bread and But-

ter Berlin, which has expanded to Barcelona from this year on. Likewise the Premium 

Fashion Show, run parallel to the BBB. Young German fashion designers try to get in-

volved in the international fashion scene. 

Will Berlin be the new Paris or Milano? We don’t know yet. But even if it is, it will 

take a long time yet. The reasons for the scepticism are the missing infrastructure 

for new designers and the lack of image and glamour of the national fashion scene. 

Also the potential of investment is absent. Despite these voices, there are a couple 

of different brands who yet inspire the scenes and subcultures in Germany. 

Sisi Wasabi from Berlin is led by Carolin Sinemus and Zerlina von dem Bussche. The 

alumni of Esmod wan the Moet et Chandon Fashion Debut 2004. They combine traditional 

Bavarian style elements like leather trousers and loden coats with Haute Couture. By 

doing so, they reassess the old-fashioned connotation of traditional German clothes 

into today’s more ambitious urban style settings. http://sisiwasabi.com

Less exclusive but no less successful are several urban streetwear brands who managed 

to establish in the 90s. First-to-market were the founders of Irie Daily who are also 

engaged in sponsorship for national music-acts (Beatsteaks, Seeed), actors and ath-

letes (particularly skate and snowboarding). http://www.iriedaily.de 

In Hamburg too, an active urbanwear scene can be found. The skate-brand Cleptomanicx 

was supporting the Hamburg hip hop scene when it boomed in the late 90s. The brand 

Derbe Hamburg stands for the typical northern local colour. As opposed to the already 

mentioned labels, they produce sportswear indeed. But the sport they feature is called 

“Kneipensport” (pub sports), which means an sportive definition of nightlife and simi-

lar activities. http://www.derbe-hamburg.de, http://www.cleptomanicx.de

A brand from Munich sees an ongoing local success: Fuckuall. Having posted thousands of 

stickers presenting the provoking brand slogan during a guerilla marketing, cloak-and-

dagger operation, the shirts, caps and wallets turned out to be the dernier cri within 

Munich’s number one scene spot, the Glockenbachviertel. http://www.fuckuall.de

Recycle or die: This seems to be the credo of the current accessory product range. Bags 

have to be made of lorry tarpaulin, of coffee bags from Southern America or of can-

vas covers taken from sail boats. The Zurich-based company Freitag bags “invented” the 

recycling idea by using lorry tarpaulins and safety belts. The ongoing success brought 

up a lot of German brands: Kultbag comes from Essen and uses sugar bags, army sheets 

and recently coffee bags to produce bags and laptop covers. Company leader Bernd Dörr 

is always looking for new, crazy materials to be used. Canvasco from Bremen has its 

bags made by female prisoners. The former canvas covers are mostly attracting female 

consumers who do not hesitate to pay some €120 for a bag. Other brands are ichichich or 

Milk Berlin. There a few more epigones but they all have in common that they are using 

mainly used robust industrial materials in order to consist in tough urban lifestyle. 

Also see: http://www.fastenseatbelts.com (belts made of safety belts from airplanes).

In the beverage segment too, a few small brands celebrate an ongoing and growing suc-

cess. Especially “indie” coke drinks, which have become quite popular. The whole pro-

cess began when Afri Cola, a 60s/70s cult brand was relaunched in the late 90s. Yet, 

Afri was not produced with the original recipe since the amount of caffeine was re-

duced by 60%. Uwe Lübbermann and Dirk Lüth from Hamburg founded the pressure group www.

ipremium.de to convince the brand holder Mineralbrunnen AG to use the original amount. 

Since they refused to do so, they recently launched their own coke called premium-cola 

http://www.premium-cola.de which is actually based on Afri´s genuine ingredients. 

Lorenz Hampl and Mirco Wolf Wiegert, also from Hamburg, launched their independent coke 

Fritzkola in February 2003. The coke, containing 83 mg of caffeine (the highest amount 

allowed by law) became a huge success in bars across Germany.

Within this segment of fruit flavoured beverages, the current big thing is Bionade 

http://bionade.de . The drink is based on a fermentation of bio products only, of-

fered in elder, lychee, herbage and now ginger flavour. The bottle looks a bit like a 

requisite from Quadrophenia, but it is not the style aspects alone which made Bionade 

so successful within hipster circles. It is rather the fact that organic products see 

a renaissance among young consumers. Some of the big beer companies are planning to 

launch me-too products based on the same ecological principles of Bionade. The small, 

Bavarian countryside-based company wants to launch Bionade on an international level. 

Another small, Bavarian countryside-based brand, Club Mate http://www.clubmate.de , 

has not yet gone international, but has changed its formerly seasonal output (summer 

only) to a whole-year sale. It is based on Southern American mate tea, famous for its 

stimulatory effects and a huge success in the club scene since it is a somewhat healthy 

alternative to artificial energizers.

A wide-ranged overview of the 
Berlin design and fashion scene can 
be found on http://www.berlinerk-
lamotten.de

If you want to explore Podcasting 
and generally learn to get into 
podcasts in a easy way, this is a 
great place to start: 
http://www.odeo.com

Still don’t know what a Podcast is? Shame on you. It’s the media buzzword of the 

year. Podcasts are doing for radio what blogs are doing for newspaper journalism. 

i.e. Generally being more niche, more well informed, interesting and faster.

Nothing to do with iPods, a Podcast is generally the term for a spoken word record-

ing in a digital format such as MP3. A true Podcast has an RSS feed too, so you can 

subscribe to it and have them delivered to you like a blog. Hey, you can even down-

load them from iTunes now.

No one has time to sit and read stuff these days so they are a great way of taking 

in a load of information without actually reading, download them to your computer 

or digital music player and listen to amazingly insightful interviews whilst you do 

something else. We like them so much we even recorded one of our own.

Struggling to find decent Podcasts to download? Try these sites and ʻcasts:

Canʼt be bothered with all that searching? Here are a few picks weʼd recommend downloading:

Here’s one of the world’s first 
Podcast search engines: 
http://www.podscope.com

It actually searches on the 
words in the ‘cast so it’s 
fairly accurate.

BMI the performing rights organi-
sation flags up hot new artists. 
More than 12,000 visitors from 46 
different countries tuned in to 
the original “See It Hear First” 
‘cast. Listen to show number 2 
here: http://music.bmi.com/pod-
cast/200506/ 

Far from being a dying medium 
radio is making a big comeback. 
This Podcast explores how, us-
ing new principles of P2P media, 
radio can become a leading medium 
for the 21st Century: http://www.
itconversations.com/shows/de-
tail458.html

IBM run a great audio series en-
titled “IBM and the Future of...” 
on key business and technology 
topics: http://www.ibm.com/inves-
tor/viewpoint/podcast/05-08-05-
1.phtml

AMP was formed in January 2005 
to unite Podcasters who play le-
gally available independent music 
across the globe: http://www.
musicpodcasting.org/directory.php

Why Is It Always About You? Saving Yourself from 
the Narcissists in Your Life
by Sandy Hotchkiss 

Children of the Self-Absorbed: A Grown-Up’s Guide 
to Getting over Narcissistic Parents (Paperback)
by Nina W. Brown

Narcissism (Mass Market Paperback)
by Alexander Lowen

Narcissism and Character Transformation: The Psy-
chology of Narcissistic Character Disorders (190p) 
(Paperback) by Nathan Schwartz-Salant

Trapped in the Mirror (Paperback)
by Elan Golomb

All available at http://amazon.com 

via search term ‘narcissism‘



Screwed & Chopped is the big buzz 
term to come out of Houston, Texas 
and itʼs finally starting to get a broad-
er fan-base. Pioneered in the nine-
ties by the late DJ Screw, itʼs perhaps 
most easily explained as being to hip 
hop, what dub is to reggae. But while 
dub tended to focus on removing the 
vocals, stripping the sound down and 
using sound effects, the Screwed & 
Chopped angle is slowing the tunes 
right down so they sound like theyʼre 
playing on a broken tape player, turn-
ing them into an almost sonic sludge. 
The vocals are then chopped-up, with 
key lines being repeated for emphasis. 

Whole albums are remixed and the 
original tracks are altered to cre-
ate something completely new. Itʼs a 
disconcerting listening experience to 
begin with, but the slow speed makes 
them perfect for chilled-out home 
listening. Their availability in the UK 
is still very limited but expect this to 
become an increasingly talked-about 
genre.

Houston is also becoming known 
for its hip hop, taking over from the 
Crunk sound of Atlanta that domi-
nated last year.

TOM WILSON is a leading new music 
and clubbing journalist

http://futuroe3.com/tego/

http://www.daddyyankee.com/

http://www.pitbullmusic.com/

http://perreoradio.com/

While the Crunk sound of Atlanta dominated 
hip hop in the US last year, for the fresh-
est hip hop in 2005 you need to look to 
the unlikely location of Houston, Texas. 
The general Houston sound, influenced by DJ 
Screw, is more laid-back than Atlanta (Crunk 
is primarily a club sound) and so more 
suited to albums and home-listening. 

The driving label, Swishahouse, is respon-
sible for scene leader Mike Jones, while 
Paul Wall, Devin the Dude, Slim Thug and 
Chamillionaire are the other up-and-coming 
MC names to look out for. Mike Jones’s album 
has just come out in the US with a push from 
Warner Brothers, and Paul Wall’s and Slim 
Thug’s are due later this year, but mix-
tapes, especially the Southern Smoke series, 
are often the best way to hear the music.

First it was a Panama thing, then it spread throughout Latin America and into the 
USA via Miami. Today we see it build in popularity throughout Italy and Spain, and 
even the UK. Welcome to what some are describing as today’s hottest new genre.

The latest sound to explode on the international urban music scene is reggaeton. 

As a sound it is essentially born out of a much older tradition of Latin mixed with 

reggae. An exchange started when reggae was originally imported to South America en 

masse by Jamaicans in the 70s when they were invited in to build the Panama Canal.

But the thing that makes the sound distinctly reggaeton is its contemporary hip hop 

influence, which can be traced back to Panama around the early 1990s before it moved 

on to neighbouring Puerto Rico and beyond to other Latino urban centres where it to-

tally took the kids by storm.

Currently, the leading reggaeton artists include Puerto Rico’s most famous protago-

nist Don Omar, Tego Calderón, Queen Ivy, Don Chezina and the top producers are gen-

erally acknowledged to be Luny Tunes, often described as reggaeton’s answer to The 

Neptunes. 

But it’s the track “Gasolina” by Puerto Rico’s Daddy Yankee that is currently set-

ting the scene on fire and looks to be reggaeton’s biggest international hit so far. 

The artist formerly known as Sean P. Diddley widdley Combs is going round gobbling up 

reggaeton talent Daddy Yankee and Pitbull (A Cuban American artist) like a crazed pac 

man. The latter artist will actually help Combs sign more talent to his brand new Bad 

Boy “Latino” label.

Said Combs in an interview with Hip Hop News: ‘It’s one of the fastest growing styles 

in the world - it can’t be ignored.’ ‘The combination of what I do with hip-hop and 

[Hispanics’] reflection of what’s going on in their lives... means we can make a lot 

of hit records together.’

When it launches the Latino label is touted to be based in Miami, which will surely 

extend its international reach. Indeed one of Miami’s few remaining rock radio sta-

tions Clear Channel’s “94.9 Zeta” recently succumbed to the trend and turned into 

“Mega 94.9” which plays mostly reggaeton (and even plays remixed reggaeton versions 

of regular songs-old & new).

If there’s one thing that tends to work in mainstream clubs it’s giving the kids the 

opportunity or excuse to have a good grind – which bodes well since reggaeton is 

sometimes also referred to in Spanish as “perreo”, meaning “doggie”; courtesy of the 

distinctive and favoured reggaeton dance move… which we’ll leave to your imagination.

So what about back home where the genre originated? The explosion in reggaeton’s 

popularity and sheer relevance of the music’s content to the young Latino audience 

(typically urban crime, sex and racism) has prompted some to speculate that the genre 

will soon come to overtake salsa and merengue (the music not the desert) as the domi-

nant sound of Hispanic youth culture.
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Whilst the Cromañon fire has meant the music scene has been fairly dormant for 

the last six months, younger teens are very much into their rock these days. So 

rock is back and, with any luck, it won’t be overthrown by the very much indus-

try-supported genre of the moment “reggaeton.”

Argentina also has a strong Cumbia movement (Colombian folk dance music tradi-
tionally sung by older people but in Argentina young guys took the sound and 

added lyrics that glamorise drugs and crime). It started in the lower classes 

but has since permeated into every single wedding dance essentials list. Here, 

hip hop has taken a while to make it off the TV set and onto the dance floors, 

will reggaeton ever achieve the same feat? The bets are that it will.

On our local scene there is a great electronic band to watch out for: 

Entre Rios. They write ‘proper’ songs with great melodies and good lyrics and 
have been well loved on the alternative music scene for a while. Last year they 

played the Benicasin Summer Festival in Spain yet they still remained undiscov-

ered by the masses. However that looks finally set to change; their fourth album 

has finally been released by a large record company who recently “discovered” 

them after their music was featured in a TV commercial for Quilmes (our most 

popular beer). So we should be hearing a lot from these guys, and hopefully not 

just in beer ads.

Clandestine clubbing

The Cromañon fire and the dance ban that was 
effectively imposed on the city wasn’t all 
negative news however. “Clandestine” proposals 
have been popping up in different city boroughs 
for the more edgy and less mainstream clubbers. 
Despite their illegal status, capacity is still 
kept under control, signing in for “The list” 
in advance is a pre-requisite, but when you 
arrive people are let in rapidly with no ‘tell-
tale’ queuing outside the doors. However the 
music and lights can (and often do) suddenly go 
out when party organisers get wind of a police 
presence in the area.

Buenos Aires can dance again

After the Cromañon fire last December, in 
which over 200 fans of rock band Callejeros 
perished, Buenos Aires suffered from an ex-
tended summer / autumn season of no clubbing 
and no live shows while the city’s govern-
ment “checked on security infrastructure and 
licenses of all venues”. The scene is only 
really just starting to take shape again, 
with rocket high cover charges, strictly 
controlled capacities, plus a fireman and a 
doctor as regular attendees mixing it with 
the clubbers in every major venue. Nice work 
if you can get it.

Underground goes mainstream

As in many nations, we’ve recently seen some 
rapid transmission of trends from the under-
ground to the mainstream. Many of our most 
credible bands, born just a couple of years ago 
in the most alternative music circuit, are now 
reaching the masses and playing for big crowds 
in “calle corrientes” home of the most tradi-
tional mainstream theatres in town. One great 
example is Miranda! With their ultra glamorous, 
silly, but oh-so-fun pop, whose catchy hits 
from their second album “Sin restricciones,” 
hit number one in every mainstream radio chart.

There are some interesting ‘tribes’ or social groups in Argentina right now.

Palermitanos is the nickname for the wannabe try-hards who fancy themselves as style 
leaders but have really missed the boat by a couple of years. They descend on the 

borough of Palermo every weekend to shop, lunch, drink, dine and dance all in the 

same area. Palermo actually started off pretty cool with a horde of young designer 

shops, architecturally interesting restaurants and a creative young crowd circuiting 

the area day and night. The early adopters liked to pretend they had their own ver-

sion of NY’s Soho or London’s Hoxton, but today with the mainstream brands and the 

ever-present wealthy Palermitanos no-one can really pretend anymore.

A unique species to Argentina, Rolingas are Rolling Stones fans who look like the 
Ramones (who they also adore). Renowned for being streetwise with a giant lager 

drinking habit, this tribe are responsible for the success of most of the 90s local 

music scene which was dominated by various boroughs’ rock bands.

“Boludo” is the most common Argentine insult, it’s also our most common slang. 

We are famous throughout Latin America for dropping it into sentences every two or 

three words. When used properly and with meaning it’s equivalent to the English 

word, ‘asshole.’ But If you mix the word “Boludo” with “frivolous” you get the 

“friboludo” a word we use to describe those leading edge types or opinion form-
ers that so many youth brands try to target: people who turn up to every single hot 

event in town, be it club openings, cool exhibitions, or brand events. A Friboludo 

(also know as the “Eventero”) dresses up to other people’s expectations and does his 

or her best to behave accordingly.

One funny thing is our networks’ intimate 
relationship with Israeli TV. For the last 
15 years Israel has enjoyed a fair share of 
Argentine productions in its programming: 
from soap operas, to teen dramas, and sing-
ers, everyone seems to quickly become a star 
in Israel.

Back home, perhaps unsurprisingly, the hot TV 
shows for the youth market right now all seem 
to feature sex as the central theme – ‘Doble 
Vida’, ‘Historias de Sexo de Gente Comun’, and 
‘Conflictos en Red’ are all big hits.

Welcome to beautiful Buenos Aires, right now there are really three big 
themes you need to know if you’re interested in our youth culture...

Mariano Sampietro is Brand 
manager for Unilever Haircare 
based in Argentina.

Do Argentine kids care about the environment, 
AIDS, or African debt? Not so much, our prob-
lems are all a bit closer to home for now. If 
they have one burning issue the school kids 
typically fight for the right to have a proper 
infrastructure to study. They have adopted some 
of the same techniques as the group known as 
the ‘Piqueteros’ the most radical movement of 
unemployed people in the country, renowned for 
stopping traffic and holding, occasionally vio-
lent, street protests to draw attention to their 
plight since the collapse of our currency.

Maradona is back and quite miraculously alive! 
The Argentine idol par excellence, seems to have 
recovered from years of addiction to cocaine. 
With a new figure after surgery that clamped 
his stomach, and a more balanced state of mind, 
everyone is happy to have Maradona back in his 
home country after his long stay in Cuba, and 
back at Boca Juniors as the Vice President of 
the club closest to his heart.
Manu Ginobili - The Argentine basketball player 
who plays for the San Antonio Spurs, the NBA 
champions for the second consecutive season. 
Basketball was not on our radar in Argentina but 
it seems as if Manu is making it happen. Every-
thing from basketball clothing to kids getting 
out there and trying their best in their impro-
vised basketball courts.
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The film’s other trump card is its utterly horrific graphic violence. When previewed to 
attendees of the Sundance Film Festival it caused a scene reminiscent of 1974’s release 
of the original Texas Chainsaw Massacre - people fainting left, right and centre. Bring 
on the smelling salts matron, the kids’ll love it.

.................................................................

A HISTORY OF VIOLENCE (USA)
Release date: September 2005

Genre: Thriller
http://www.historyofviolence.com/

When a small town café owner saves himself and customers from dangerous armed 
criminals, he provokes a media frenzy that hail him as a have-a-go hero - no one stop-
ping to question how this Mr. Average had the skills to overpower two professional 
deadly assassins. Unfortunately for café boy, the media frenzy churns up his unpleasant 
past and a big time mobster comes looking for revenge.

Directed by Sci Fi Horror legend David Cronenberg, the film was adapted from a 
comic novel by John Wagner. Despite DC’s reputation for horror and the title, this is 
billed as one of his most mainstream and accessible films ever.

.....................................................................

GOAL! (USA)
Release Date: September 2005
Genre: Sport / Drama
http://www.goalthemovie.com/

2006 is World Cup year and you know what that means? Every man, woman, child, 
and brand is going to go soccer KERRAZY. Tapping into World Cup fever is Goal! 
(another ‘part one of a trilogy’ movie) attempting to be the first decent soccer movie 
ever made. In this opening installment Santiago, a little Latino street urchin from LA, 
is talent spotted by a Newcastle United scout and imported to St. James’s Park in the 
North East of England.

But can the boy channel his prodigious talent, overcome the culture clash, the cold 
grey sky, and the illicit temptations of the pro-soccer star to end up scoring the goal 
that gets Newcastle into the Champions League? In a word, Yes.

If Newcastle seems an unlikely choice of team, it isn’t. The film is funded by Adidas 
and as one of the few Adidas backed teams in the Premiership, Newcastle are a prime 
candidate. Apart from the actors, the movie also features appearances from football 
gods Beckham, Zidane, Raul, and Alan Shearer amongst others. The actors are cun-
ningly weaved into real footage, with suggestions that CGI may even be used to paste 
actors heads over real players bodies.

In the second movie little Santiago goes off to Real Madrid, and then, in the final mov-
ie – to be filmed at the World Cup itself - Santiago will play for Argentina, stay tuned.

.....................................................................

Did you hear the one about the secret 
pornography hidden in Grand Theft Auto? AKA the 
‘hot coffee’ scandal. Some dude created a hack 
that unlocked some secret not-supposed-to-be-
used content in the game. Which was completely 
X-Rated and hardcore.

It’s just a step too far for big US retailers 
Wal-Mart and Target who have pulled the title 
from their shelves. But history proves there’s 
nothing like a bit of censorship to make an 
object even more desirable.
 
http://www.wired.com/news/
digiwood/0,1412,68274,00.html

NIGHT WATCH (RUSSIA)
Original title: Nochnoy dozor
Release Date: October 2005 
Genre: Sci Fi / Thriller
http://www2.foxsearchlight.com/nwnd/

Night Watch shattered Russian movie box office records when it was released 
last year (beating previous record holder Lord of the Rings: Return of the King). 
Great things are expected of it as it goes international.

Described as a ‘Russian Matrix’ it shares the theme that there are larger forces go-
ing on behind the illusion of our day-to-day reality. There are stylistic similarities 
too - a lot of people wear sunglasses and flout the laws of physics.

Set in present-day Moscow, the Night Watch are essentially police officers who 
ensure that the respective behind-the-scenes forces that control daytime (they’re 
good) and night-time (yep, they’re evil) maintain their truce that has been running 
for 1,000 years. But guess what? The truce just ended.

Night Watch is the first in a trilogy and expected to do so well overseas the final 
movie is already planned to be shot in English. 

.................................................................

HOWL’S MOVING CASTLE (JAPAN)
Original Title: Hauru no ugoku shiro
Release Date: September 2005
Genre: Animation / Fantasy
http://disney.go.com/disneypictures/castle/

From Hayao Miyazaki (Director of the highly acclaimed Spirited Away) comes a 
love story centred on Sophie, an 18-year-old cast into a 90 year-old-woman’s body 
by a wicked witch, and a magician named Howl, who, um, lives in a moving castle.

OK, so far so weird. But it’s already one of Japan’s biggest grossing movies of all 
time and we see the taste for all things Japanese continue to grow amongst West-
ern European audiences, most notably amongst Italian and Spanish youth. 

Launched in the West by Disney with a topical anti-war theme and a star spangled 
cast dubbing over the original (including the new Batman Christian Bale as Howl) 
this is definitely one for the anime loving pacifists.

.................................................................

MURDERBALL (USA)
Release date: November 2005
Genre: Documentary / Sport
http://www.murderballmovie.com/

Not necessarily a mainstream smash hit, but interesting nonetheless. Already 
released in the USA and winner of the Sundance Documentary Audience Award, 
Murderball is a movie about quadriplegic rugby players.
The twist is that the film isn’t another sick-making ‘aww aren’t they brave for get-
ting on with their lives after a terrible accident’ gig, here the action is brutal, some 
of the players are violent womanising drunkards and all of them are uber-competi-
tive sportsmen beating the hell out of each other on the court.

................................................................

WOLF CREEK (AUSTRALIA)
Release Date: September 2005 

Genre: Horror / Thriller
http://www.wolfcreekmovie.com/

Set in Australia’s remote outback, three road-trippers fall into grave danger when 
they accept help from a local. With nearly half a million young backpackers visit-
ing the country’s Red Centre each year, coupled with the ongoing high profile 
mysterious disappearance of British backpacker Peter Falconio there should be a 
high cultural resonance with the youth market.

“Now the only place you can’t take your TV is the afterlife” Runs 

Sling Media’s charming tag line. Everyone is familiar with Digi-

tal Video Recorders (DVRs) like TiVo or Sky+ that allow viewers to 

‘time’ shift their TV viewing, but the Slingbox, an interesting 

new idea from Sling Media, lets you “place” shift the TV signal 

from your cable box, satellite receiver, or even digital video 

recorder (DVR), to your computer or laptop of choice, no matter 

where your are.

As well as place shifting your TV, it also enables you to redirect 

your own content. In a recent interview with Engadget.com, Sling 

Media CEO Blake Krikorian, suggested that amateur rock bands have 

been amongst those keen to use the technology to broadcast their 

live performances. http://www.slingmedia.com
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TEAIRRIA MARI RnB 
http://teairramari.com

MATTAFIX Pop
http://www.mattafix.com

SHOUT OUT LOUDS Indie Rock 
http://www.shoutoutlouds.com

TEST ICICLES Dance Punk
http://www.test-icicles.com/

DON OMAR Reggaeton
No Official site yet

Their funny, clever lyrics and focus on contemporary urban life resonates 

strongly with a young audience and evokes The Streets’ Mike Skinner.  If 

he could sing and had a rocking great band. The Monkeys head off for 

their first overseas tour to the US and Canada in November.

MAXIMO PARK UK Indie Rock
http://www.maximopark.com/maximopark/

Already big in the UK, this Geordie 5-piece sound like what you’d get if 

you crossed Franz Ferdinand with The Strokes and made Pulp’s Jarvis Cock-

er the lead singer. Thanks to the fact they share a genre and their geog-

raphy they draw a number of parallels with Sunderland’s Futureheads, but 

in all the ‘Park’s sound is more melodic and considered than the romping 

shouty chant of their neighbours from the North East of England.

Frankly you can’t move for post-punk inspired skinny tie wearing indie 

rockers with herky jerky beats and Ümlauted band names in Britain at the 

moment, and as THE dominant contemporary sound it’s easy to confuse genu-

ine talent with one-trick scenesters, but these guys are the real deal.

CUT COPY Australian/French Indie-Electro
http://www.cutcopy.net

These guys are everything Daft Punk should have been on their last album 

and more. Unlike so much synth-pop Cut Copy really manage to convey tons 

of emotion through their icy metallic sounds and beats. Like their compa-

triots the Avalanches they use some great Rolling sampled melodies.

Their first album ‘Bright like Neon Love’ is mixed by French house music 

titan Philippe Zdar, who also worked closely with Cassius. After support-

ing Mylo they also recently toured with Bloc Party. Expect BIG stuff.

MARION RAVEN Norway Pop
http://www.marion-raven.com/

Scandinavia continues its world-beating domination of the pop genre. 

Already huge at home and in Asia, Marion has finally released her de-

but solo album ‘Here I am’ after two and a half years of trying.

If you happen to be 19, or really love Pokemon, you’re probably 

already familiar with Marion’s voice as half of the teen pop group 

M2M who had a big hit with the bubble gum pop track ‘Don’t say you 

love me’ in 2000 after it featured on the Japanese cartoon’s film 

soundtrack. Er, okay so you probably haven’t heard her. In any case 

this is as a fine grown-up debut.

RIHANNA Barbados Pop-Dancehall
http://www6.defjam.com/site/artist.php?artist_id=586

Not to be confused with Rhianna (she’s from Leeds, UK). Rihanna is 

the first key female artist to join fellow island-born male dancehall 

superstars like Sean Paul and Shaggy. The Caribbean star’s debut sin-

gle “Pon De Replay” has already been well received and was officially 

the most downloaded song over at iTunes in the US this summer.

TRANSPLANTS USA Punk Rock
http://www.thetransplants.com/

“I know I can’t sing for sh**. I can’t hit no f**kin’ notes or this 

or that. I don’t even try” boasted Transplants’ lead singer Rob Aston 

in a recent interview with http://www.nowontour.com Not the most en-

couraging start and probably the reason why, back in 1999, they only 

began the band as an ‘experiment’. But somehow the experiment worked 

and Aston manages to get away with his self-confessed lack of talent 

using a sort of Beck-meets-The Eels spoken rasp.

‘Haunted Cities’ is their second album, and with three band members 

all with very different backgrounds, styles and tastes it’s actu-

ally pretty difficult to categorise their sound. From hard rock to rap 

metal to ska, soul, and jungle, there’s even a ‘Sex And The City’ 

ringtone in there for good measure. It’s an assault on the senses but 

it’s all tied together with that I-don’t-really-care American skate 

punk attitude and they’re tipped for great things.

LEELA JAMES USA Neo-Soul 
http://www.leelajames.com/

Los Angeles soulstress Leela has caused a riot in the music indus-

try with her debut album ‘A change is going to come’ named after Sam 

Cooke’s 1964 hit. Describing her sound as ‘back porch’ soul “Be-

cause that’s how folk used to sit outside on hot sticky days… playing 

real gritty, raw soul” Leela actually name checks her key influences: 

Aretha Franklin, Gladys Knight, and Chaka Kahn on her track ‘Music’.

She’s also keen on challenging the supremacy of Hip Hop’s adolescent-

boy subject material of ghetto, guns and girls, by pleading that we 

“put the thongs away and fall back in love with the music.” It’s cer-

tainly a theme we’re seeing repeated in other aspects of culture.

With collaborations with Kanye West and Wyclef Jean, and an awesome 

sound of her own Leela is destined for great things.

ARCTIC MONKEYS UK Indie Rock
http://www.arcticmonkeys.com

They might have a rubbish name, but talk about buzz artists.  

These guys have only released one single to date but everywhere 

they play, large sections of the audience break out in song and 

already know all the words to their unreleased demo tracks!

Are they part of some giant marketing ‘street team’?  Or are 

they a great example of the power of on-line communities and the 

way artists can now build a large ultra-loyal fan-base - in this 

case the Arctic Army - before they even publish any music?  An-

swer: it’s the latter.

Here are a bunch of new 
artists Sticky tips for major 
international success over 
the coming months.

Hot on the heels of paying rappers for 

every time they drop their brand name 

into lyrics McDonald’s is in talks with 

urban clothing labels to ‘pimp’ the burger 

chain’s staff uniforms. (Source: LA Times) 

http://latimes.com/business/la-fi-mcdona

lds6jul06,1,3757505.story?coll=la-head-

lines-business

We encountered a bunch of kids re-
cently that loved to ride a fair-
ground ride they had dubbed ‘the 
killer’ thanks to a fatal acci-
dent. What chance this site helps 
popularise other ‘extreme’ rides?: 
http://www.rideaccidents.com/



Emoji
Young people now find it more difficult to 

write Japanese characters, as they type 

romaji into a computer, and then simply 

select the character they want to use. 

This problem is now exacerbated through 

shortened sms language and emoji avail-

able on mobiles.

http://www.tbray.org/ongoing/When/

200x/2003/04/21/Emoji

The Japanese are known for their voracious reading habits largely due to long com-

muting times. Mobile phones and the Internet are replacing traditional newspaper and 

magazines to a large extent in Japan. The availability for the past 5 years of mo-

bile web browsing, together with an abundance of content, means that people are very 

accustomed to accessing news and information via their mobiles. 

Mobile manga and e-novels
The Japanese commuter has always been conscious of limited space in the train for 

reading manga or novels, and even has a special technique for folding newspapers for 

a minimum disturbance factor. Now that 3G mobiles are novel and manga graphic-en-

abled, this problem has been largely eradicated.

Migration back to traditional media
Some e-novels have jumped back into the traditional media formats of films or the 

paperback novel. For example ‘Train Man’s Log’, a blog that became so popular, it’s 

now being made into a film. http://geocities.co.jp/Milkyway-Aquarius/7075/trainman.

Turning blogs into paperback novels
‘A powerless Husband’s Blog’is a blog-based diary of a man who is under his wife’s 

thumb. He writes about what his wife does / says to him or how she treats him in his 

daily life. His wife seems unreasonable and unfair to him, but the way he writes is 

comical and funny, attracting readers encouraging them to feel sympathy. Also, he is 

an illustrator at work, so illustrations are inserted, which are comical, too.

http://yugure.ameblo.jp

TV, radio, anime and films can be viewed on mobiles. Some phone can even be used as a 

TV remote control via an infrared device. Amateur, on-the-spot real life 3G video is 

increasingly used on TV news programmes. 

Japanese has always been a rote learning-based system with the need to memorise 2000 

kanji simply to read and write. Notoriously copious volumes of memorisation needed 

for university exams meaning that cramming schools are the norm. Now that young 

people can access facts instantaneously via the mobile Internet people are concerned 

that they won’t bother to learn facts anymore.

Social interaction via the MIXI Social Networking Service.
In such a group-orientated society as Japan, people want a sense of sharing, and 

mobile technology enables instant sharing, anytime anywhere. Mixi provides that and 

is extremely popular amongst young people in Japan. Users write their diary on their 

mobiles, upload to mobile Internet, form communities and share information with 

people who have the same interests. After virtual meeting via mobile, people often 

meet up in real life. http://mixi.jp

Lynn Robson, Kengo Watanabe and Yuka Tero of Japanese research agency 
Frognation explore how Traditional Media & Communication habits are being 
influenced by new technology developments in Japan.

On the spot information via QR Codes 
Quick response 2D bar codes 

– point your mobile at a bar 

code with embedded URL data 

on magazines, business cards, 

products – the mobile will 

jump to that URL giving you 

more information.

IC tags will be used in wristbands at 
Japanʼs biggest summer Festival. 

http://www.softbankbb.co.jp/

press/2004/p0726.html

Another book emerged from an In-
ternet Q&A site. A man questioned 
Internet users [Q: My wife is going 
to have an affair this week, what 
should I do?] and received so many 
responses that he created a book.
http://oshiete.goo.ne.jp
http://okweb.jp

html
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As an antidote to games like GTA that get 
blamed for pretty much all of society’s ills, 
religious video game manufacturers gathered 
together at the Christian Game Developers 
foundation recently to help to glorify the 
Lord through Software and the Internet.

Check out these other hot titles that are 
setting the Christian gaming world on fire.

http://www.cgdf.org/christian_games.html

Have you heard of the theory of the longtail? 
You should have, it’s the theory that is chang-
ing new business models, instead of creating 
one mass produced product, you create a mil-
lion niche products. Amazon.com’s longtail is 
estimated to account for around 1/3rd of their 
whole business. Following the trend AOL Radio 
Network has just launched the All Metallica 
station. Somewhat predictably, it plays Metal-
lica round the clock. Meanwhile US satellite 
radio network Sirrus has just announced the 
launch of Rolling Stones Radio. (Source: Music 
Industry News Network)

http://mi2n.com/press.php3?press_nb=81053

In the beginning it was billboards, 
then about 200 years later we saw 
‘crispvertising’ on Potato chips 
which was pretty twisted. Today 
ambient media is ‘all about’ adver-
tising on virtual rain, apparently. 
(Source: engadet)

http://www.engadget.com/
entry/1234000250046186/
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blogs are created everyday
The blogosphere doubles every five months

The classic phrase ‘its a small world’ seems 

a bit redundant. Today, the mass of personal 

push button publishing serves to remind us 

that it is in fact a very big world – with 

lots of voices. Read more about the state of 

the blogsphere here: http://www.sifry.com/

alerts/archives/000332.html

27%
have purchased clothing they 
associate with a particular band 
or musical genre they like.

52%
of British 16-24 year olds 
describe music as ‘one of the most 
important things in my life.’

247
albums across a variety of formats 
populate the music collection of 
the average Briton.

73%
of the time, male record 
collections are bigger then 
female’s (Source: The Observer 
music monthly poll 17/7/05)

Being a teenager used to be about 

being a wild and rebellious party 

animal. Things have changed.

16%
state that the ‘lifestyle’ is 

a key motivator in going to 

university, 

76%
claim that getting a good 

career is what it’s all about. 

http://www.teenresearch.com/

TRUSubscription/keyfindings/

wave45_color.pdf (2005)

38%
of teens believe credit cards 

should be limited to adult use. 

http://www.teenresearch.com/

PRview.cfm?edit_id=280 (2004)

paying customers have subscribed 

to the massive multiplayer online 

role-playing game (MMORPG), “World 

Of Warcraft,” in China in the first 

month since its launch. 

global paying customers makes 

“World Of Warcraft” the largest 

MMORPG in the world.

person subscribes to X-Box 

Live every 30 seconds, 300 

online multiplayer games 

and counting are now at 

there disposal.

(Source: MAGID I-FACTS)

2,000,000,000
polyphonic ringtones were downloaded in Japan 

last year, that’s an average of 22 polyphonic 

ringtones per mobile subscriber. http://www.

variety.com/article/VR1117927002?categoryid=16

&cs=1&s=h&p=0

will be the average age of first time 

mobile user in Europe by 2007, 12 in 

the USA (Source: 2005 Mobile youth 

report by the Wireless world forum)

$100,000,000,000

of all females have played a preloaded game on their 

mobile, compared with 44% of males. Has the gaming industry 

finally found a way to capture that elusive female gamer? 
(Source: SKOPOS, interviewed over 2500 respondents 

aged 12-44 in the US, UK, Italy, Spain and Germany)

in every 

$10 that 

young people 

now spend 

globally goes 

to a mobile 

company.
If teens could change something 

about their parents, it would 

be for them to make more money! 

http://www.teenresearch.com/

TRUSubscription/keyfindings/

wave45_color.pdf, 2005

of digital TVs will be in mobile handsets by 2010 

http://moconews.net/?p=2366

Thanks to the oldest optical 
illusion in the book, millions 
of crushed metro subway commut-
ers in Tokyo 100M can now make 
believe they are sprinting along 
with world-class track athletes.

http://www.submedia.co.jp/mov-
ies/seriku.wmv

Peer to peer (p2p) media - an introduction.

Kids producing their own media content and sharing it with their friends (aka Peer 

to Peer media, aka user generated content) is clearly a powerful trend and could 

change the face of mass media as we know it.

Podcasts, blogs, vlogs, moblogs are all various iterations of P2P media and all 

sound dauntingly modern. But ever since the dawn of the venerable audio cassette 

mixtape, kids have been generating their own media and sharing it amongst their 

peers. 

It’s kind of heartening to remember that at the time, back in the early 80s, re-

cord labels were terrified of the evil cassette, fearing their audience would spend 

their whole time recording tunes off the radio, rather than spending their cash 

buying singles.

The mention of P2P today tends to conjure similar apocalyptic fears thanks to the 

ongoing music file sharing debacle. However P2P is now taking on a new dimension, 

it’s quite conceivable that in the future the kids might stop stealing and sharing 

artists’ music, and just create their own.

It’s a challenge that is spreading way beyond music too. TV, journalism, litera-

ture, in fact all media, stands to be affected in some way.

Today it is easier than ever for kids to create their very own content. As tech-

nology prices drop more kids are getting more access to high quality capturing de-

vices and the software they require to edit it. In short their home-grown content 

is looking ever more professional in appearance.

Sticky has recorded a Podcast as an introduction to this topic, download it from 

http://mtvsticky.com

3. Naturally, not every young 
person is a budding TV producer 
or a creative type, but the more 
creative kids will very likely be 
setting up their own on-line chan-
nels to share content with their 
friends. Even the less creative 
ones will be able to capture their 
lives ‘diary style’ to share with 
their immediate friends.

1. Technology will continue to 
become more user friendly. Video 
capture devices on mobile phones 
will improve in quality, and the 
software to capture and edit will 
become cheaper and more intuitive 
for non-technically minded users. 

We dusted down our crystal ball to make some P2P media trend predictions.

4. Finally, as user generated content grows, 
it will serve to remind people what a truly 
giant world we live in. A blog is created 
every second. This complexity was masked by 
mass media, but not for long. It really is a 
big world with a lot of voices on it, only a 
fraction of it is relevant.

To combat this level bombardment we are likely 
to see consumers demanding increasingly lo-
calised and personalised media, anything else 
could seem too distant and irrelevant.

2. Consumers will begin to expect 
to be able to help create content 
for shows that they watch. TV 
production will be a collective 
effort. Even if this just means 
shuffling content that has already 
been produced by the media owner, 
or discarding the stuff they don’t 
like – just like a mixtape.

Check this out. For just $150 you 
too could be the proud owner of a, 
er, video game character. Prices 
go over $1,000 for a top-notch ac-
count. Seems expensive, until you 
realise that the alternative is 
starting from scratch and getting 
your butt kicked by pretty much 
everyone for years. Not Fun.
http://www.ige.com/wowus/accounts

Back in the day you needed about 8 
billion Euros to start a TV sta-
tion and your own satellite. Today 
you need a video camera, a bit of 
editing software and the internet. 
Create your own TV Station here: 
http://actlab.tv/your_actlab_
tv.htm Or upload your own content 
here: http://current.tv/

Now isn’t that just adorable, check out this 
new Resident Evil 4 GameCube controller. 
Unfortunately you can’t go round hacking 
virtual people’s heads off Jason style 
- it’s just a regular controller built into a 
ridiculous case. One for mad fans only. 
(Source: engadet) http://www.engadget.
com/entry/4845397975230507/
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Legal
This magazine and its contents are intended 
solely for the personal, and non-commercial 
use of the intended recipient.  Any views or 
opinions expressed in this magazine are solely 
those of the author and do not necessarily 
represent those of MTV Networks Europe or its 
related entities unless specifically stated.  To 
the fullest extent permitted by law, MTV Net-
works Europe makes no (and expressly disclaims 
all) representations and warranties, express 
or implied, in respect of the contents of this 
magazine.  The contents of this magazine are the 
intellectual property of MTV Networks Europe or 
its licensors.  The unauthorised reproduction, 
circulation or dissemination of this magazine or 
its contents is prohibited and may be unlawful.

What got us through this month
Sidelined mix-tapes, Wales, God, Latin, Gay 
dads, Mercury Prize winners we had to take 
out because they were no longer underground, 
polyester film, permanent markers, lumo, elusive 
flexi-records, Superpitcher, Bloc Party, Claro 
Intelecto, Kompakt Total 6, stomach clamps, 
SILVER, hope, free flip flops, trying to be rad 
but turning out to be cool instead, no men be-
ing islands, our bicycles, home-made lunches, 
printer cartridges, break ups, Italo Disco, the 
Cybernetic Broadcasting System, pictures of 
bands, A.P.C, Modern Art, sunshine, Soho tai-
lors, gloss, MTV, not smoking.

MTV Original VJs, 1981

Martha Quinn and Alan Hunter at Live Aid 1985
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She’s 11, she’s being hailed as 
the youngest video logger in the 
world, well at least until her 7 
year old sister started doing it 
too: http://dylanverdi.com And 
here’s the story by her terrify-
ingly enthusiastic dad: http://
www.michaelverdi.com/video/young-
est.mov
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